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Windfalls from investments of time and effort on the way to the endgame
In the late ‘70s, Steve Martin, a young comic
at the time, performed a routine on live television in front of a studio audience. He started
by promising to explain how to make a million
dollars and pay no taxes.

Numbers give us a measure of confidence we
need to do our jobs well. On the other hand,
progress cannot be gauged only by numbers.

Many community bank blogs and
newsletters mention involvement
in altruistic efforts. As a former
“First, make a million dollars,” he
community bank CEO, I’ve seen time
said. “Then … don’t pay taxes.” The
and again how the encouragement
live audience burst into laughter,
and example of bank employees can
knowing they’d been lured in by
motivate their customers and the
the get-rich-quick scheme Martin
general public to get involved in
described. The prospect of getting
furthering the greater good. Even
lots of money without any effort
though it’s possible to quantify some
had caught their attention.
results (dollars donated, pints of
If given the option, how many
blood drawn), other outcomes defy
Bill Mitchell
people do you think would choose to
measurement. There’s no telling how
President & CEO
fast-forward to success (however
many children will become lifelong
they might define it) without investing any
learners thanks to the dedication of one classtime, thought, or work?
room volunteer, after all. The impacts of
synergy are impossible to calculate.
It’s impossible to say. But with one year
fading into the next—at a time when bankers
People drawn to our profession—especially
typically reflect on what’s been accomplished
those at independent or community-centric
and map out goals for the future—the quesbanks—tend to be levelheaded, hard-working,
tion of how much value we place on the end
and focused on the long view. Most form long
result, versus the journey that takes us there,
and strong friendships with colleagues, benefit
is worth thinking about.
from the advice of mentors, enjoy helping
others over the course of their careers, and
Looking at an actual example, 2019 has been
think of community involvement not as an
a very good year for Bankers’ Bank of the
obligation but as a deeply satisfying reward
West. We made headway on complex initiaof their occupation.
tives, released new products that have been
well-received, and constructed a suite of vital
It is our mission and our privilege to help you
information technology and security consultachieve your goals. On behalf of Bankers’
ing services to be announced and offered to
Bank of the West, I wish you a fulfilling
community banks in early January 2020.
journey, and a safe and joyful holiday season!
The banking profession relies heavily on
data. It can guide our decisions, validate our
success, allow us to calculate reliable projections, reveal patterns or anomalies, and
uncover potential growth opportunities.

The journey is its own reward.

www.bbwest.com
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TAKING NOTE
PROACTIVE STANCE ON TRAINING
WesPay, a regional payments association and a
direct member of Nacha, provides payments education and other support services to more than
1,200 member financial institutions—Bankers’
Bank of the West among them. In recent years,
WesPay has amplified the benefit of its professionally led webinar courses by scheduling select
sessions exclusively for BBW’s customer banks.
Looking ahead, WesPay has agreed to lead a
series of webinars in 2020 under the same
arrangement. This is good news, as the importance of staying current with changes in the
modern payments environment cannot be overstated. Convenient access to web-based training
at an economical price point makes WesPay an
education provider of choice. Watch for program
details and registration early next year.
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BBW Bancorp, Inc. Board of Directors
David A. Ochsner.............. Chairman of the Board
Commercial Bank ▪ Nelson, Neb.

FOURTH-QUARTER KUDOS

Gary Crum .................................................Director

Four-year BBW staffer Cynthia Dominguez
(pictured on p. 7) was promoted to senior wire
transfer/fed funds specialist effective Oct. 31. In
that role, she ensures the smooth operation of
the Wires and Fed Funds Department in the
absence of its head, VP Rosemary FuentesMalone.

Western States Bank ▪ Laramie, Wyo.

Eager to take on challenges, Cynthia started her
banking career straight out of high school nine
years ago. From her initial position as a teller,
she worked her way up to service manager.
Cynthia’s current duties include trading fed
funds to upstream and downstream banks, and
facilitating domestic and international wires.
“What I like most about the fed funds area is
talking with customers on a daily basis and
answering any questions they have,” she said.
“I’m proud of being part of the BBW team.”

WITH APPRECIATION AND GOOD WISHES
Longtime BBW employee Mary Naslund, an
operations specialist, will retire at year-end. To
ensure a smooth transition of duties, Mary has
been working closely with Josie, the newest
addition to the operations team (story on p. 6),
since September. With gratitude for Mary’s 18
years of conscientious service, Bankers’ Bank of
the West wishes her a bright future and all the
wonderful travel experiences she and her
husband have long been dreaming about.
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Community bankers share their experience with Canadian item imaging
In the second quarter of 2019, BBW began
offering electronic image exchange of Canadian
checks—a service that had been on the wish list
of many community banks. The need for the
service is neither universal nor cost-effective
for all banks. It can, however, benefit certain
banks under specific conditions. Now that the
service has been in use for months, we asked two
early-adopting community banks to share what
they’ve learned and experienced.
“The setup process was easy, and we knew the
BBW operations team would be there for us
every step of the way because that’s how they’ve
always supported us,” said Metro Phoenix Bank
EVP/CFO Helen DeFusco.
She indicated the decrease in staff time needed
to scan versus mail physical Canadian checks
has improved operational efficiencies for the
Arizona bank.

For Steamboat Springs-based Yampa Valley
Bank, Canadian item imaging was “a great
opportunity,” according to Vice President and
Operations Officer Becca Knowles. The bank
was among the first to use the service.
“We get more Canadian items than you might
think—enough to make the mailing process for
physical items time-consuming and pricey,” she
said. “So we got it up and running quickly and
ran three checks right off the bat.”
Asked if she had any advice for bankers trying to
decide whether to implement the service, Becca
said, “If you have to buy a scanner, you’ll want
weigh the cost against the expected benefits for
your unique situation. Yampa Valley Bank
owned a scanner already, and we’re using it to
process for our branch as well. That made the
decision obvious for us.”
To find out more about the BBW
Canadian check imaging solution, reach out to your cash
management officer or get in
touch with our operations
specialists at 303-291-3700
(ops@bbwest.com).

“Of course, faster processing
means Metro Phoenix Bank
receives the money sooner on
imaged items than we did
for physical checks—which is
another plus,” Helen added.

Practice good “user hygiene” to reduce malware, virus and cyber-scam threat potential
Bankers’ Bank of the West Information Security and Technology team

Some good news: Most technology users now
realize cyber-scam threats surge toward the end
of the year.

safer course of action is to investigate by calling
the entity or visiting its legitimate website.

And some not-so-good news: In spite of their
heightened awareness of risk, an estimated onethird of those users make little effort to improve
their online behavior.

email that asks you to click a link to reset a
password or verify your identity is most likely
malicious. Disregard and delete such emails.

Carelessness can lead to costly consequences any
time of year. So here’s a review of some tips for
staying secure both as a consumer and a banker:

endpoint security, you can enjoy safe web browsing, virus protection, and other safeguards that
enhance your peace of mind.

Verify the URL. When you receive an email or

Consider applications that might help . Do you

text containing a link, hover over it without
clicking to preview the link destination. If the
URL looks suspicious, delete the entire email;
do not click.

Go straight to the source . Out-of-the-ordinary
emails and text messages that appear to have
come from companies or charities should raise a
red flag. Rather than clicking a link to reply, the
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Ignore unreasonable, illogical demands . Any

Use a comprehensive security solution . With

feel annoyed when you answer your cell phone
only to hear a recorded message? One way to
block robocalls is to download a call-blocking
app. The Federal Trade Commission has posted
information and guidance at ftc.gov/calls.
Luckily, staying smart, alert and security-aware
can reduce your cyber risk. BBW’s technology
team wishes you a secure, joyful holiday season!
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The shifting world of hemp: challenges facing community banks
Chris Hill, SVP and CFO ▪ Bankers’ Bank of the West

On December 20 of last year, the 2018 United
States farm bill became law. It included provisions
to remove hemp (defined as cannabis with less
than 0.3% THC) from Schedule I controlled
substances and classify it as an ordinary agricultural commodity. Responsibility fell to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture to develop the rule set
governing hemp, thus leaving farmers, regulators,
financial institutions, stakeholders, and law
enforcement in a state of uncertainty while awaiting the guidance. The interim final rule was
released October 29 (effective immediately after
publication in the Federal Register), but a few
questions remained.
Hemp producers must first be licensed or authorized under a state or tribal hemp program or
through the USDA hemp program. Currently,
hemp production is legal in 46 states; the four
remaining states may continue to ban production
of the crop within their borders under the farm bill.
If a state or Indian tribe wants primary regulatory
authority over hemp production, it can submit to
the USDA a plan for monitoring and regulating
production; entities that have already submitted
a plan can reaffirm the plan they want USDA to
evaluate. If there is no state or Indian tribe plan,
the rule establishes a USDA plan to regulate hemp
production where its production has been legalized
but lacks an approved plan.
The state of Colorado created the Colorado Hemp
Advancement and Management Plan (CHAMP)
initiative and convened eight stakeholder groups
involved in the hemp supply chain: research and
development and seed; cultivation; testing; transportation; processing; manufacturing, marketing;
and banking and insurance. These efforts began
in early July and should be completed by year-end.
Participants include hemp producers and businesses, government and educational institutions,
private citizens, and other entities that could
provide services. Bankers’ Bank of the West is part
of the banking and insurance stakeholder group.
The banking and insurance group determined that
traditional banking products should be adequate to
meet the needs of participants across the supply
chain. The main barrier to accessing the banking
system is the stigma associated with hemp and
association with marijuana. To address this, education is critical for:
1. Financial Institution Regulatory
Agencies. Both state and federal financial insti-
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tution regulators need to be educated on the financial institutions’ responsibilities under the hemp
rules and how any unique risks are assessed and
managed by the institution.
2. Financial Institutions. The greatest
concerns stem from additional due diligence
requirements regarding the licensing of businesses
and the potential product-related risks.
3. General Public, Vendors, and Other
Stakeholders. A clear, cohesive message from
the hemp industry, regulatory agencies and
financial institutions is needed to convey that
licensed hemp-related businesses and individuals
operating within the industry are eligible for
banking services.
A designated state agency and the USDA are
responsible for licensing hemp growers, handlers
and processors. The rules must make clear that
neither the financial institution nor its regulatory
agency should be expected to act as the regulator
for the licensed hemp industry. Financial institutions continue to perform customer due diligence
for all legal business customers; the due diligence
burden should be no more onerous for hemprelated businesses except for verification of valid
licensing. For example, the group recommended
the State of Colorado develop an easy-to-use online
system for verifying a licensee’s standing as well as
receiving automated updates if the status changes.
Regarding licensing, the group contended that it
relates to the business and not individual owners
See next page

Financial institution stakeholders working on CHAMP
want to see further clarification of portions of the U.S.
Farm Bill, including unaddressed questions related to
interstate commerce.
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Rundown of information technology/security objectives and 2019 headway
The Bankers’ Bank of the West information technology and security team made progress on several
initiatives in 2019, which are summarized below.

Information technology/security services

Western States Director Education Foundation
Symposium, a forum held at the Federal
Reserve Bank of Kansas City-Denver Branch, the
2019 Independent Bankers of Colorado Convention, and other industry gatherings.

Most notably, with the aim of providing information technology/security services for community
banks needing assistance, we completed a variety
of assignments for client banks. Work performed
ranged from social engineering tests to exam and
audit remediation to contract and policy review.

BBW’s fourth annual information security and
technology-specific conference was held in
October. The three-day program featured two
keynote speakers, a regulatory roundtable, and
dual educational tracks.

Making specialized technology skills available and
affordable to community banks for their unique
needs is an outgrowth of BBW’s mission (to
champion community banking). Access to IS/IT
services provided by professionals in the financial
services industry allows each client bank, no matter its size, to use a customized solution that works
with its strategy and business plan. Our plan is to
expand on the outsourced services we provide.

Evangelism for cybersecurity in banking
BBW CI(S)O Anne Benigsen spoke on cybersecurity at the Nacha Conference in May, the 2019

Forward on business continuity
Work began on a large project to ensure hot-site
availability. Testing and maintenance will be
conducted on an ongoing basis.

Still more on the 2020 horizon
Bankers’ Bank of the West will assist with the
creation of a regular regional meetup and message
board for community bank information technology
and information security employees, officers, and
senior management. To request more information
or to add yourself to the email distribution list,
please contact abenigsen@bbwest.com.

The shifting world of hemp: challenges facing community banks
or employees. Oversight of individuals should be
included in the business’ hemp license supervision—not be deemed a requirement or consideration for financial institutions.
Due to the vertical integration of many hemprelated businesses, multiple entities could be
involved; these must be appropriately documented
and included for insured deposit accounts and for
credit and collateral purposes.
Funds transfer requires further clarification,
particularly this sentence in the farm bill: “Nothing
in this title or an amendment made by this title
prohibits the interstate commerce of hemp or hemp
products.” This statement does not credibly clarify
whether a state that bans production can restrict
the receipt or movement of proceeds that originated from the sale of hemp products but are used
for non-hemp commerce—e.g., equipment purchases. Access to merchant services remains limited as
well until the network providers (Mastercard, Visa
and Discover) create the appropriate codes and
rules, which do not exist today.
Certified hemp biomass is delivered containing less
than 0.3% THC. However, the initial CBD extraction process often yields hemp crude containing
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(continued)

more than 0.3%, and in that case must be returned
to compliance. The Department of Justice has not
opined on processors in possession of crude over
the limit. This raises the issue of financing a
controlled substance, by definition, and the implications if such collateral were repossessed. Such a
scenario concerning for farmers and financial institutions alike because approximately 88% of the
2019 Colorado crop exceeded the 0.3% threshold.
In summary, hemp and hemp products have been
decriminalized federally, with the allowance for
states to enact their own rules. Until rule sets are
approved and implemented and regulators are
cognizant of them, financial institutions must
properly mitigate the additional
risks posed if they choose to
provide services.

Chris Hill has worked for
Bankers’ Bank of the
West for seven years.
Appointed CFO in 2015,
he oversees financial
reporting, liquidity and
funding, and information
security and technology.
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SPOTLIGHT ON RANDY
If you’ve received help desk assistance from Randy Shelton, you might
think of him as an IT support whiz. And you’d be right. But there’s a lot
more behind that levelheaded phone voice on the other end of the line.
Among other things, Randy is a veteran of the U.S. Marine Corps (‘76 to
‘80), a former Eagle Scout, a 34-year resident of Kansas City, Mo. and
therefore a forever fan of the Chiefs, a reader of humor and sci-fi books,
a fan of scenic railroad rides, and a geocaching and video game hobbyist.
Randy has been married for 28 years to Jean, a retired school counselor,
and the two enjoy traveling together. He lists Jamaica, Japan, Alaska,
New York City, and Canada among the places he’s been.
“My wife says I’m humorous, conscientious, and patient to a fault,”
Randy said. Predictably, his BBW coworkers (especially those with
limited technology expertise) appreciate those qualities, too.

Randy joined BBW in 2015. He
worked as a sound engineer for
a heavy metal band in the ‘90s.

GET TO KNOW MARY SUE
About 80 miles southwest of
Lincoln, Neb., is the place from
which Mary Sue Drees, the
loan and office coordinator for
BBW’s Lincoln office since
2009, telecommutes three days
a week. There she and her
husband, Randy, relish the
rural lifestyle on their 80-acre
property, which is kept clear
of unwanted critters by their
watchful rescue dog.

visitors happy year-round, the
couple tops off the bird feeders all
winter long.
On the family front, Leslie, their
daughter, relocated nearby in
2018 to accept a job as a band
teacher at the same K-12 school
her dad attended as a child in
Daykin. Mary Sue has two sisters
in Nebraska, and they spend time
together whenever they can.
Mary Sue provides essential adminis-

trative and loan operations support for
“It’s interesting how things have
the BBW sales office in Lincoln.
Mary Sue enjoys tending her
worked out,” she said. “We’re
huge, bee-friendly flower garden, which attracts
blessed to be able to do what we love in the state
a great variety of birds. To keep their feathered
we’ve always called home.”

INTRODUCING JOSIE
When Josette Sanguinette (Josie for short)
became a member of BBW’s Operations team on
Sept. 9, she had already
acquired 22 years of banking experience in a variety
of areas including the
teller line, operations, new
accounts, branch management, wire department,
and treasury management.

together. They also enjoy the company of their
horse, three dogs, and two cats.
“When your children are younger, they are
your whole world,” Josie said. Now that hers
are older, she’s trying to rediscover how she
would like to spend her free time. Two
pastimes she already takes pleasure in are
reading and going to the movies.
Josie describes herself as vocal about mental
health awareness and committed to helping
inform and advocate for those who struggle
with mental health issues. The mental health
field is hard to navigate, she said, and that
makes creating a treatment plan challenging.

She has been married for
22 years to Louis, a superintendent for a construction
company. They have two
children: Julyssa (18)
A varied professional backand Cauy (16). The family ground makes Josie a versatile “I believe we were chosen to be on this
likes camping and boating contributor to the Ops team.
journey to help and educate others,” she said.
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from some of your

dedicated fans


and supporters



Your cadre of collaborators in the card sphere



Happy holidays from the people who thrive on delivering and supporting leading-edge bank card, ATM/debit, and merchant services solutions that empower you to compete. Above, clockwise from upper left:
Donny Watters; Lynette Morin; David Philippi; Kevin Jacobs; Scott
Wintenburg; Denise Welham; Eileen Ortega; and Andrea Schneider.
Inset corner headshot: Kate Holloway.

Managing the movement of money all over the map
Warm greetings from the BBW Wires and Fed Funds group, clockwise
from upper left: Rosemary Fuentes-Malone; Lori Roberson; Jill Szakal; and
Cynthia Dominguez.

Safekeeping at your service
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With appreciation and heartfelt wishes
for your happiness, health and prosperity
The courteous, responsive operations specialists who work
day-in and day-out to help keep your operations running
efficiently send out a big thank-you for your business.
Pictured above, left to right: Josette (Josie) Sanguinette;
Shana Thomas; Barbara Francisco; Mary Naslund, Pilar
Balatbat; and Stephanie Balltrip.
Inset headshot: Debbie Wendt.
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Snippets from BBW’s October 2019 Conference on Information Security in Community Banking


Opening keynote speaker,
author and economist Mary
Kelly, a retired U.S. Navy
Commander, suggested that
certain organizational strategies used successfully by
the military could be adopted
by the business sector as
well.



David Peterson, e-banking
pioneer and president of
U.S. Dataworks, delivered
the closing keynote.

A lighter moment during the American Bankers Associationfacilitated regulatory and law enforcement panel discussion.
Participating agencies were the Federal Reserve Bank; the
FDIC; the OCC; the FBI; and the U.S. Secret Service.






Jeff Story, CISO at The Bankers Bank in Oklahoma
City, expounded on some of his favorite tools for
improving the security posture of an organization.







Many attendees used
“down time” between
sessions to network
and check emails.

2020

REGISTRATION OPEN (PROGRAM DETAILS IN DEVELOPMENT): VISIT BBWEST.COM
Payments Conference presented by Bankers’ Bank of the West

April 21 - 23 | Denver Marriott Westminster | Westminster, Colorado

BANKERS’ BANK OF THE WEST
1099 18th Street ▪ Suite 2700
Denver, Colorado 80202
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